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CHALLENGE: Southern College of Optometry needed to control
access to its new Advanced Procedures Theater and Digital
Observatory, a facility which houses hundreds of thousands of
dollars in advanced technology.

SOLUTION: STANLEY Security, utilizing EyeLock iris
biometric technology, provided quick entry into the
state-of-the-art facility and an additional layer
of security by eliminating entry devices (keys/
proxy badges) that could be lost or stolen.

Biometric Identity Authentication System for one of the
Country’s Leading Institutions of Optometric Education
Southern College of Optometry
Southern College of Optometry ranks as one of the
nation’s leading institutions of optometric education.
Students and faculty enjoy the opportunity to learn and
practice optometry in The Eye Center, one of the largest
and most clinically advanced vision and eye care centers
in the country. Optometric and medical physicians train
interns and residents in a manner not available in any
other program today.
The Opportunity
When the Advanced Procedures Theater and Digital
Observatory was created two years ago, the team at
Southern College of Optometry knew they wanted a more
advanced way to secure the center than traditional locks
and keys. They wanted their security to match the high
standards and advanced technology of the entire facility.
The team was introduced to STANLEY Security’s EyeLock
products at a conference and immediately found a solution
that connected with their mission and objectives and
provided unmatched security.

STANLEY’s Solution
STANLEY offers a full suite of access control technologies,
one of which being EyeLock, one of the most advanced,
efficient, cost-effective iris biometric identity authentication
systems available today. EyeLock’s patented iris identity
authentication technology converts an individual’s iris
characteristics to an encrypted code unique to only that
person, and then matches the code to their eyes to grant
access.
STANLEY Security installed EyeSwipe® Nano door access
units on two floors of the Advanced Procedures Theater
and Digital Observatory, controlling admission to select
providers, students, interns and residents. The first Nano
was installed in the facility’s security office for enrollment
purposes. Additional units were placed outside the surgery
suite, outside the observation room overseeing the surgery
suite, and outside of a classroom.

TOGETHER FOR SAFER SCHOOLS Grant Program
Like you, STANLEY Security is committed to providing safe learning environments for students, staff,
administrators, and visitors on campus. The TOGETHER FOR SAFER SCHOOLS Grant Program will award
six colleges and universities grants, which will be used for security products and services in order to help
make campuses more secure. To learn more, or to nominate your school, visit www.stanleysaferschools.com.

Product Spotlight
EyeLock™
STANLEY Security delivers a comprehensive suite of security
products, software and integrated systems that is unmatched
in the industry. EyeLock, a global leader in iris-based identity
authentication solutions provided exclusively in the US and
Europe by STANLEY Security, is a powerful compliment to this
robust product and service portfolio. EyeLock is an ideal choice for
applications that require higher levels of security and areas that
demand increased levels of convenience.
In an environment as diverse and complex as a college campus,
STANLEY Security is committed to offering its customers
the flexibility of the most comprehensive access control
solutions in the industry.
Celeste Baker, a 3rd Professional Year Intern uses the EyeLock Nano
to gain access into the Eye Center of Southern College of Optometry.

The Results

STANLEY Security worked closely with the team at
Southern College of Optometry to ensure a seamless
installation while not hindering operations in high
traffic areas. They provided one-on-one training on
the enrollment process so new users could be added
in less than a minute. STANLEY acted as a truly
consultative partner to deliver a customized solution that
accommodated Southern College of Optometry’s budget
and schedule.

“STANLEY was professional, responsive, and unobtrusive
throughout the entire consultation and installation
process. We are currently in the process of designing
plaques that will be placed throughout our facility,
commemorating STANLEY’s commitment to our campus
and its security.”
—Dr. James Venable, Vice President
& Dean for Clinical Programs,
Southern College of Optometry

“STANLEY Security partners with over 2,500 higher
education institutions throughout North America. It is a
privilege for us to collaborate with customers like Southern
College of Optometry and deliver the highest level of
security to their campus environment.”
—Kyle Gordon, Higher Education
Vertical Leader, STANLEY Security

“We were impressed by the EyeLock technology. It is easy
to use, provides unmatched levels of security to protect
our critical assets, and seamlessly integrates with our Open
Options access control system.”
—Ken Coble, Director of Campus Safety & Security,
Southern College of Optometry

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON STANLEY’S
INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS VISIT:
www.stanleycss.com
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